International Programs Faculty Grants Program (2010 Awardees)

**Amas Aduviri, College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP)** will lead the Binational Migrant Education Initiative and enhance collaboration between the College Assistance Migrant Program and the State of Morelos’ Programa Binacional de Educacion Migrante Mexico-Estados Unidos (PROBEM).

**Nabil Boudraa and Joseph Krause, School of Language, Culture and Society**, will collaborate with international partners to apply for a second National Endowment of the Humanities award as well as other funding sources. If obtained, this funding will create a Summer Institute for College Professors on North Africa at Al-Akhawayn University in Morocco.

**Rod Dashwood, Linus Pauling Institute**, will collaborate with partners at the National Cancer Center in Tokyo on research on the role of dietary carcinogens and anticarcinogens in colon cancer treatment. This work will in turn will assist in preparation of a competitive National Institutes of Health grant application.

**Pallavi Dhagat, School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science**, will do collaborative research with Universitat Ulm in Germany. The work deals with microwave magnetic devices with the next step being applying for and award from the National Science Foundation Partnerships for International Research and Education (PIRE) program.

**Claudia Hase, Department of Biomedical Sciences**, will do collaborative research on pathogenic marine vibrios with the Australian Institute of Marine Science.

**Anna Jolles, Department of Biomedical Sciences**, will do research on feline AIDS in free-ranging African lions in conjunction with the South African National Parks and the University of Pretoria, South Africa.

**Barbara Lachenbruch, Wood Science and Engineering**, will do collaborative research with partners at Scion, a Crown research Institute in Rotorua, New Zealand on tree mechanical and hydraulic design to result in application for a Royal Society Marsden grant.

**Lynn Long, Wasco County Extension**, will work with the Norwegian Institute for Agricultural and Environmental Research (Ullensvang Research Station) on research that will identify critical irrigation needs in cherries to reduce rain cracking.

**Andrea Marks and Sunil Khanna, Art Department/School of Language, Culture and Society** respectively, will collaborate on a project entitled, Santulan: Designning a Campaign for Gender Equality. This work blends Khannas' work on son preference and Marks' experience on the interface between graphic design and social campaigns.

**Neil Shay, Oregon Wine Research Institute**, will collaborate with four major grape and wine research institutes in France in hopes of making a competitive application to the USDA International Science and Education Competitive Grants Program (ISE).

**Jimmy Yang, College of Business**, will do collaborative research in the areas of financial market stabilization mechanisms and equity offerings with the University of Technology in Sydney, Australia.

http://oregonstate.edu/international/2010-awardees-narratives